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RCB ONLINE: FAC E B O O K T W I T T E R I N STAG R A M YO U T U B E L I N K E D I N

Mr. Abodh Aras, Chief Executive O�cer of �e Welfare of 
Stray Dogs (WSD), recipient of Rotary Club of Bombay’s 
Social Service Award

Article continues on Page 2

I’m truly humbled, and I must say that this award is de�nitely not just 
mine, but for all the individuals who have contributed over the past 
28 years. �is includes, of course, all the 450 dedicated WSD sta� we 
have, the veterinary surgeons, ward boys, animal nurses, managers, 
volunteers — so many volunteers. Many young people now come and 
volunteer with us. And, also, the community: the animal feeders, the 
boot polishwala, the panwala, the policeman, the security person at 
the Taj who looks a�er Rambo, whom we just treated for a maggot 
wound.

All these people over the years have contributed, so this award is 
something I can’t really claim as mine. Also, my family: my father, 
who grew up with cats, my mother, who had an indie dog at that 
time — indie is the new woke word for a street dog. My late mother 
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was a big support. And my wife, Maya Menezes, 
though she is petri�ed of animals, supports me in 
every way. Her resources and her car are used all 
the time. I remember we used to be very fond of 
desserts and would go to �eobroma. In the night, 
suddenly you get a call saying there’s a dog injured, 
so we rush back, and the dog is sitting. We rescue 
it and take it to the centre. To show this support, 
poor Maya — we have named that dog Maya at the 
kennel because, like my wife, the dog is terri�ed of 
humans.

I must also thank the Rotary Club of Bombay 
for all the support over the years. Your Club was 
actually the �rst to support animal welfare. A 
big hand to all of you for having the foresight to 
support animal welfare. I still remember how it all 
started: your �rst support was for a vaccination 
drive. We met nearby, Mr. Hiren and a few other 
members, and we went around vaccinating street 
dogs as part of our rabies vaccination programme. 

Over time, you helped with infrastructure support 
at our Mahalakshmi centre, refurbishing our 
operation theatre, donating an ambulance that 
ran until this year. It must have run thousands 
of kilometres, rescuing and treating hundreds 
of street dogs and cats. You also sponsored our 
sterilisation and vaccination programme and pet 
food distribution during COVID-19. �ose were 
terrible times for street animals, with Mumbai 
looking like a ghost town. Sometimes mine was the 
only car on Marine Drive. It was very easy to go 
around but there were no people, and the animals 
were going hungry.

We realised that even many people who supported 
those animals on the street were going hungry, so 
we supported them too. WSD has come a long 
way since 1985 when the killing of street dogs was 
at its peak. �is killing was a British legacy that 
started in the late 18th century. �e Parsis actually 
rioted in 1832 to stop the killing of street dogs in 
the Fort area. �e Panjra pole came up because 
of that. Jamshedji Jeejeebhoy made a Panjrapole 
for sheltering dogs. �e reason why killing didn’t 
work for so many years was that dogs are territorial. 
When you remove dogs from an area, other dogs 
come in and multiply. In 1994, we convinced the 
municipal corporation that killing had not worked 
and we should sterilise the dogs through an animal 
birth control programme.

Over the years, we must have sterilised about 
65,000 dogs, which has had an impact, especially 
in the island city which we covered. �e dog 
population has gone down, leading to another 
issue: the cat population has exploded. �is is what 
happens when one interferes with nature, but it was 
necessary to stop the killing of street dogs.

Overall, we have impacted the lives of about 
300,000 street animals through our vaccination 
programmes, onsite �rst aid, OPD programmes, 
adoption programmes, and sterilisation and re-
vaccination programmes. We do not charge for 
any of our services because the people on the street 
who look a�er the animals can’t a�ord to pay. 
�ey don’t hesitate to pick up the phone and call 
us. When we say there’s no charge, they can call 
without hesitation.

I joined WSD as a volunteer in 1996. I didn’t 



know anything then; I used to rescue animals and 
bring them back as a kid because of people around 
me who were animal lovers. I saw a puppy at Oval 
Maidan with a wound in 1996 while doing my 
MBA. I took it to the animal hospital in Parel 
and forgot about it. About 15-20 days later, my 
mother called saying the animal hospital sent the 
puppy home. It was in a very bad shape, pot-bellied 
and almost dying. I couldn’t blame the hospital; 
it must have caught an infection from other sick 
dogs. I was crying, calling a vet, knowing nothing 
about veterinary care. �at’s when I decided 
something needed to be done. I trained under Dr. 
Silu Bhagwagar, who was an amazing veterinarian, 
and started India’s �rst onsite �rst aid programme, 
now replicated in various cities. �is programme 
now reaches about 12,000+ animals every year in 
Bombay. We cover from Cu�e Parade to Mahim 
and Sion, the island city. 

We also have an adoption programme. As shown 
in the �lm, we educate people about the ills of 
breeding and puppy mills and urge them to adopt, 
not buy. We have OPD services at our centre in 
Sewri. Last year, we covered 13,725 cases for street 
animals. Now, the ratio of cats to dogs is inverted: 

80% cats and 20% dogs come to our OPD. People 
come from Virar, Kalyan, and Mumbra, bringing 
cats in baskets on trains because they can’t a�ord 
to go to the nearest vet and pay Rs 1000. �is has 
really helped. I urge you to come to our centre in 
Sewri and see our work. We have about 150 cats 
and dogs there at any time, with a lot of them being 
a �oating population that comes for sterilisation 
and goes back. We recently doubled our capacity 
for cat sterilisation to meet the need.

We also have an education programme, reaching 
about 53,000 students last year, and aim to reach 
100,000 students this year. �is is very important 
as our research showed many dog bites occurred 
among underprivileged children. Education is 
crucial to understanding why dogs bite and what to 
do. We have been at the forefront of �ghting court 
cases, including a Supreme Court case regarding 
the killing of street dogs. �e Supreme Court sent 
it back to the high courts for a decision under the 
new Animal Birth Control Rules 2023. We will 
continue �ghting this.

Article continues on Page 4



Regarding cruelty, the Prevention of Cruelty to 
Animals Act is archaic, with �nes as low as 50 
rupees. We need to pass the Animal Welfare Act, 
which has been pending in Parliament. �e current 
Act is outdated, and people get away with injuring 
or maiming animals. We need to change that.

I envision Mumbai where every animal is treated 
with dignity and respect, where cruelty is replaced 
with compassion. In the last 28 years, I’ve met 
many compassionate people looking a�er street 
animals despite having very little themselves. When 
50% or more of Bombay’s population lives on the 
streets or in slums, they are the ones who look a�er 
the dogs.

My book for children, “My City, My Dogs,” 
captures this relationship, like a dog called Tra�c, 
who lives at the fountain tra�c signal and is looked 
a�er by the tra�c policeman. �is policeman used 
to say the dog acted as if he was on guard, and they 
joked he must have been a tra�c policeman in his 
past life. �ere are hundreds of such real stories.

We cannot achieve this vision alone. Your 
partnership can bring about transformative 
change, setting an example for other companies, 
communities, and individuals to follow.

In closing, I appeal to the members of the Rotary 
Club, an esteemed group of corporate leaders, who 
have the power to make a signi�cant di�erence in 
animal welfare. �rough CSR, some companies 
have started donating to animal welfare. It would 
be great to get support for WSD and animal 
welfare in general, in the various programmes I’ve 
mentioned. We need to raise about Rs 3 crores 
every year, and this is increasing. We are trying to 
set up smaller places because there is a huge lack 
of capacity for street animal welfare in terms of 
hospitalisation or sterilisation. Renting or buying 
anything in the city is di�cult, and public spaces 
for veterinary care are minimal.

�ank you so much once again. I’m sure together 
we can continue to work to ensure that every street 
animal in Mumbai can live a safe, healthy, and 
happy life. �anks a lot.

ROTARIANS ASK:

On behalf of our club, I applaud you. It’s 
remarkable that someone with your academic 
background has dedicated their life to this cause. 
On a lighter note, I think our wives share a love 
for cats, though mine sees me more as a dog. 
We’ve had eight dogs over the years. Given your 
e�orts in sterilising dogs, why haven’t we seen a 
similar rise in the cat population?

Actually, now you do. If you go to di�erent areas 
like Colaba Causeway or towards Kala Ghoda, 
there are about �ve or six cats. Earlier, the dogs kept 
the cats in check, or the cats were more invisible. 
Now they have become more visible. �e only 
di�erence is that the dog-human relationship is 
very di�erent to a cat-human relationship. A lot of 
us like dogs more than cats, so we may not notice 
them. I mean, like your wife will notice the cats, but 
maybe somebody else may not notice them. Also, 
people associate dogs as coming and jumping on 
you, or being loving, or even bites are associated 
with dogs. A cat is smaller, so it doesn’t become 
more visible. So maybe that’s the reason. But I’m 
sure that if there’s a count of cats in Bombay, it’ll be 
much, much more than the dogs on the streets.

Please talk about the exhibition that you hold 
every few months; others may contribute 
towards that.

As we have to raise a lot of money, we do things 
di�erently and look at di�erent avenues. One of 
the things we do is garage sales. �ere’s a hall called 
Lakshmi Baug in Girgaon, a 100-plus-year-old 
hall, and they give it to us free for about four or 
�ve days. People donate whatever they don’t want, 
which is in good condition. It could be artefacts, 
clothes, books, sometimes furniture. Now, 
furniture, of course, is not sold physically there, 
but there’s a trustee and project manager called 
Lyla Bhavadam. She handles it and sends out these 
appeals on what is available. �at is something we 
readily take in. A lot of times I tell people, please 
don’t give me anything for my birthday. If you 
do, it is going to go to the garage sale. So, if you 
want, just give me a cheque for WSD. I’m sure 
people get lots of gi�s that they don’t want, and 
we’ll readily accept that. We also have products 
during the Kala Ghoda Festival or wherever we get 



free space. It could be companies, where we have 
products like t-shirts, jute bags, and mugs. Our 
WSD merchandise that we also sell to raise money. 
We also bring out a calendar every year and raise 
money through that.

I am petri�ed of dogs a�er being bitten as a 
child, so I always avoid them. How many rabies 
injections have you had, given your work with 
strays? Also, you’ve mentioned that removing 
territorial dogs leads to others �lling the space. 
Yet, when travelling abroad, there are no stray 
dogs. Why is it di�erent here?

So, the second question is why there are no dogs 
abroad. I don’t know which countries you’re talking 
about but even in, say, America or New York, in 
poor neighbourhoods, I have seen street dogs. 
But like I said, it clearly pertains to the number of 
people that live on the streets or in slums. In India 
or in Mumbai, about 50% plus live on the streets 
or in slums. I’m sure many of you have dogs or 
cats at home. We live in our apartments or houses 
and want a pet. Similarly, the man on the street 
wants a pet. So, very frankly, what we call stray 
dogs or street dogs are pets of the underprivileged, 

the Rajus, Kalus, Tommies, Aishwarya, Salman, 
Shahrukhs, all named by these guys a�er their 
favourite �lm stars. Until people stop living on the 
streets and slums, and there is no garbage, there 
are going to be street dogs. If somebody asks me 
if the vision or mission is to see that it comes to 
zero, theoretically yes, but practically it may not be 
possible until these variables don’t exist. So, that is 
the bigger picture.

As for the �rst question, I’ve only been bitten 
three times, despite treating thousands of dogs. We 
say dogs don’t attack unless provoked. In school 
sessions, we ask kids if they’ve been bitten. In a 
class of 60, �ve or six usually have. Unlike parents, 
children admit if they provoked the dog. 

Once, while treating a run-over dog at Willingdon 
Club, I was petting it as I waited for an ambulance. 
�e dog, in pain, bit me badly. Another time, while 
vaccinating dogs, a friend’s dog bit me, thinking I 
was harming the other dog.

We take prophylactic shots every year and advise 

Article continues on Page 6



anyone working with animals to do the same. �e 
WHO recommends three shots if you’re working 
with animals. If you just have a pet or volunteer at 
a centre, it’s �ne. But if you’re handling unknown 
animals, take three shots. If bitten, wash the 
wound with soap and water for 15 minutes, as 
it removes 94.4% of the virus if the animal was 
rabid. Use antiseptic like iodine and then take the 
post-bite shots — generally, �ve shots, as rabies is 
preventable but not curable. 

In my 28 years, I’ve been bitten only a few times.

I have two questions. First, have you noticed 
a trend where in the Western world, people 
acquired pets post-COVID, while in India, 
about 50% of the population is relinquishing 
them? Have you observed this trend in India? 
Second, regarding pet-friendly restaurants, we 
know they are common in the Western world. I 
have a friend who won’t dine out unless his dog, 
Teddy, is allowed in. What are your views on 
pet-friendly restaurants, hotels, and resorts in 
India?

Yes, during the lockdown, we noticed a lot of 
people abandoning pets. We found a family of 
Mudhol hounds, very thin and long, abandoned at 
Worli. However, many people also started adopting 
pets because they were lonely and couldn’t go out. 
I hope these adoptions weren’t just temporary 
solutions. Owning a pet is a big responsibility, 
even cats, which are easier than dogs. Children and 
grandchildren o�en want pets, but they need to 
understand the long-term commitment. I advise 
young adults that if they plan to study abroad, 
their parents will have to look a�er the pet. Despite 
this, people remain committed. I’m not dissuading 
adoption — please adopt, don’t buy dogs, especially 
breeds like huskies that aren’t suited for our 
climate. �is year has been extremely hot, making it 
even harder for such breeds.

In terms of restaurants, things have improved. Over 
the last 10-15 years, more places now allow pets. 
When I trained at the Taj during my internship in 
hotel management (1989-1991), there were no pet-
friendly places. Today, places like Moshe’s Knead 
allow pets. It’s getting better, although public 
transport is still a challenge. Now, there are even 

dog parks. �ere’s always some con�ict between 
pet owners and non-pet owners or those who feed 
street animals and those who don’t want them 
around. However, I’m optimistic. �e pet industry 
has grown tremendously with more groomers, pet 
shops, spas, and boarding facilities. Earlier, you 
couldn’t go on vacation without worrying about 
your pets. Now, you can �nd people who will care 
for them at a fee, either in their homes or by visiting 
yours. So, things are changing and improving. 

In Delhi, we witnessed disturbing videos of 
dogs being picked up inhumanely during a 
presentation for the G20. Street dogs from 
Connaught Place were relocated to areas like 
Karol Bagh. Despite the outcry, it’s unclear if 
any laws changed. 

Political pressure o�en hinders enforcement. 
Existing laws, such as the Animal Birth Control 
Rules of 2023, prohibit relocation. Yet, many 
ignore these regulations. For instance, a prestigious 
club in Bombay once removed sterilised dogs, 
only to face a surge in their population later. 
�is demonstrates that removal is not a solution. 
Sterilisation and vaccination e�orts have shown 
success, as seen in areas like Peddar Road, where 
the dog population signi�cantly decreased. 
Failure to adhere to the law leads to unintended 
consequences, exempli�ed by the resurgence of 
street dogs wherever they were relocated.



TUESDAYS WITH THE ROTARY CLUB OF BOMBAY



�e Rotary Club of Bombay, in collaboration 
with Samarpan Hospital, celebrated the grand 
inauguration of a new 28-bed dialysis centre at the 
Samarpan Hospital, Aaradhya Edu-Health Centre 
in Ghatkopar East. �is state-of-the-art facility is 
designed to signi�cantly enhance dialysis services 
for patients in the region.

Facility upgrade and expansion plans

�e new dialysis centre is equipped with 14 
dialysis machines that were relocated from the 
old Samarpan Dialysis & �alassemia Centre at 
Patanwala Compound, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar 
West. �e centre currently operates in two shi�s, 
but plans are underway to increase this to four 
shi�s to better meet the growing demand for 
dialysis services.

�e inauguration event was graced by several 
distinguished guests, including: IPDG Sandip 
Agarwalla, PP Vijay Jatia, PP Vineet Bhatnagar, PE 
Satyen Israni, Ghatkopar East MLA Parag Shah, 
Rotary club of Mumbai Ghatkopar PP Yogesh 
Zaveri, and CFO SBI MF Inderjeet Ghuliani.

Support from local authorities

During the event, MLA Parag Shah expressed his 
strong support for the Rotary Club’s initiatives 
and announced his willingness to provide three 
additional �oors in the Aaradhya Edu-Health 

New dialysis centre inaugurated



Centre building. �is support will enable the 
expansion of the center’s services and further 
enhance healthcare provisions in the community. 
�is  building is Mr. Parag Shah’s and his generous 
donation has made the project successful.

Comprehensive healthcare and education services

�e Aaradhya Edu-Health Centre o�ers a 
comprehensive range of services: Blood bank, 
�alassemia centre, Dialysis centre, and a library 

for underprivileged students, o�ering study 
facilities for a nominal fee of Rs 1000 per month.

Commitment to community welfare

�e Rotary Club of Bombay remains committed 
to improving healthcare and education in the 
community. �e new dialysis centre is a testament 
to their dedication to providing essential medical 
services to those in need.



Rotary Club of Bombay commissioned a full-
service kitchen at the Rotary-HDFC Dharamshala 
in association with NGO WithAarya on May 
22nd, 2024 at 11 am. �e state-of-the-art kitchen 
was inaugurated by Chief Guest Past TRF Trustee 
and our member Gulam Vahanvaty and Mr. Alok 
Sheopurkar, Head of Human Resources HDFC 
AMC in the august presence of IPDG Sandip 
Agarwalla, President Manoj Patodia, Trustee and 
PP Nandan Damani, IPP Vineet Bhatnagar, PP  
Vijay Jatia, PN Bimal Mehta, Mr. Vaibhav Patil of 
Tata Memorial Hospital and Ms. Shital Bhatkar of 
WithAarya.

�e function was also attended by fellow RCB 

Full-service kitchen for Dharamshala



members Rtn. Naresh Pachisia, Hon. Treasurer 
Kirit Kamdar, Rtn. Farhat Jamal, Rtn. Renu Basu, 
Rtn. Pulin Shro�, Rtn. Ami Jagtiani, Rtn. Poonam 
Lalvani,  Rtn. Vinod Juneja, Rtn. Ptn. Malini 
Agarwalla and Rtn. Ptn. Damini Kamdar.

President Manoj Patodia also inaugurated a 
patient van as part of the shuttle service which will 
ferry patients daily from the facility to the Tata 
Memorial Hospital.

�is additional facility will provide breakfast, 
lunch and dinner at highly subsidised prices to 
the patients and caregivers residing at the facility. 
�e meals will be fresh, wholesome and healthy. 
�is will go a long way in improving the patient’s 
comfort and stay experience at the Dharamshala.

�e inaugural lunch menu consisted of dal, rice, 
chapati, salad, 3 vegetables (dry potatoes, black 
eyed beans, moth beans), rice kheer and papad.
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Swati 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Aastha Hospital, Manor No. ofMachines3 Charges for needy patients FREEFirst Floor, Rais Arcade, Palghar-Wada Road, Manor District Palghar 401403Platinum Hospital, Mulund No. ofMachines2 Charges for needy patients FREENeptune Colorscape, Dumping Rd, Siddharth Nagar, Mulund West, Mumbai, Maharashtra 400080Sukhsagar Hi-Tech Hospital, Dahisar (Rotary Dialysis Centre) No. ofMachines2 Charges for needy patients 800/-Lokmanya Tilak Rd, Mhatre Wadi, Dahisar West, Mumbai, Maharashtra 400068Shatabdi Hospital, Govandi (Rehbar Foundation) No. ofMachines3 Charges for needy patients FREERehbar Foundation Malik Rakia Khatoon Dialysis Centre, First Floor,Shatabdi 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Centenary 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Marg, 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Company, 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East, 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400088 Shatabdi HospitalShatabdi 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Kandivali No. ofMachines2 Charges for needy patients FREESwami Vivekananda Rd, Kandivali, Fateh Baug, Kandivali West, Mumbai, Maharashtra Shatabdi HospitalSamarpan Dialysis & Thalassemia Centre, Ghatkopar No. ofMachines14 Charges for needy patients 300/-Aaradhya Edu-Health Centre, , H-wing, 3rd flr, Aaradya One Earth, Naidu Colony, Pant Nagar, Ghatkopar East, Mumbai 400077 SamarpanDialysis &ThalassemiaCenterLifeline Medicare Hospital, Charkop No. ofMachines15 Charges for needy patients FREECharkop Village Near Rustomjee Meridian, Charkop Gaon, Kandivali West, Mumbai, Maharashtra 400067Dr. M.L. Dhawale Memorial Trust Hospital, Palghar No. ofMachines2 Charges for needy patients 250/-Boisar Rd, opposite S.T Workshop, Palghar Taluka Industrial Co Operative Estate, Palghar, Maharashtra 401404K.J. Somaiya Hospital & Research Centre, Sion No. ofMachines10 Charges for needy patients FREESomaiya Ayurvihar, Eastern Express Hwy, Sion East, Sion, Mumbai, Maharashtra 400022Acharya Shri Ramesh Dialysis Centre, Andheri East No. ofMachines10 Charges for needy patients FREE316,3rd Floor,B-Wing Dattani Plaza,Near Safed Pool, Sakinaka,Andheri Kurla Road, Andheri(East), Mumbai, Maharashtra 400072
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General Physician, child care & ecG

Tuesday and Friday: 2.00 p.m. to 5.00 p.m.

homeoPathy

Tuesday and Friday: 9.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m.

 eye test

Tuesday and Friday: 9.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m.

Blood test ( 70% discoUnt)

Tuesday & Friday: 9.00 a.m. to 12 noon

(Blood Tests done by N M Medical by deputing their  

technician who collects money  directly from patient)

dentist

Tuesday & Friday: 9.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. 

 ( Denture and capping treatment are chargeable . For fitting of 

crown (metal) material actual charges will have to be paid)

rotary 
club of Bombay

Free 
disPensary

Near Cotton Exchange Building, Opp. Ram Mandir,  

(5 Minutes Walk From Cotton Green Railway Stn), 

Cotton Green (East), Mumbai – 400 033.

Phone : 93249 80115 

Contact person - Ms. Shilpa Pawar 

cotton Green clinic
CHARITABLE   

CLINIC

BOMBAY COTTON MERCHANT 

& MUCCADAM ASSOCIATION





THIS WEEK’S MEETING

NEXT WEEK



MAY 30
Rtn. Varsha  

Daiya 

MAY 31
IPP Vineet  

Bhatnagar 

MAY 31
Rtn. Swati  

Jajodia 

JUNE 1
PDG Gulam  

Vahanvaty

Rotarian Member Birthdays

Rotarian Partner Birthdays

JUNE 1
Rtn. Ptn. Nandini Kamdar

JUNE 2
Rtn. Ptn. Devina Shah

JUNE 3
Rtn. Ptn. Erika Born

Anniversaries

MAY 30
Rtn. Ptn. Erika  

& Rtn. Peter Born

MAY 30
Rtn. Ptn. Radhika  

& Rtn. Mohit Jain

MAY 31
Rtn. Ptn. Alpana  

& Rtn. Samir Chinai

JUNE 1
Rtn. Ptn. Nirmala  

& Rtn. Jamshed Banaji

JUNE 1
Rtn. Ptn. Bomi  

& PP Dr. Sonya Mehta

JUNE 2
Rtn. Ptn. Niti  

& Rtn. Dr. Sanjay Desai

Birthday piñata 
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President

Manoj Patodia
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Assimilation

IPP Vineet Bhatnagar

Attendance

Rtn. Mahesh Khubchandani

CSR Reporting

Rtn. Kirit Kamdar

Director

Rtn. Dr. Mehernosh Dotivala

RCB Medical Centre, Talwada

Chairman Emeritus 

PP Dr. Rumi Jehangir

Dialysis

Rtn. Swati Jajodia

Cancer Aid

Rtn. Farokh Balsara

RCB Medical Centre, Talwada

PP Framroze Mehta

Paediatric Heart Surgeries

Rtn. Jaymin Jhaveri

Dharamshala

Rtn. Naresh Pachisia

Early Care of Neurodivergent 

Children (CNC)

PP Shernaz Vakil

Cotton Green, IWA

Rtn. Dushyant Dave

Director

Rtn. Venkat Ramaswamy

Programme

Rtn. Rina Deora

Programme: Venue, Food & 

Beverages (Taj)

Rtn. Mahesh Goenka

International Programmes

Rtn. Peter Born

Fund Raising

IPP Vineet Bhatnagar

Director

Rtn. Sameer Tapia

TRF & Global Grants

PP Vijaykumar Jatia

District Thrust Areas

PP Pradeep Saxena

Public Image, Social Media 

& Website

Rtn. Laxmi Maneklal

Director

Rtn. Poonam Lalvani

Integrated Village  

Development/Panchatattva 

Rtn. Mihir Mody

Gale Village

Rtn. Vinti Gajree

Urban Nature Habitat

Rtn. Arnab Mallik

Animal Welfare

Rtn. Samir Chinai

Gatesh Village

Rtn. Miral Shah

Urban Heritage

Rtn. Priyasri Patodia

Director

Rtn. Gautam Doshi

Sports

Rtn. Hiranmay Biswas

Vocational Training & 

Night Study Centre 

Rtn. Leonard Salins

Rotaract Clubs

Rtn. Sidhant Jatia

Satellite Club

Rtn. Murad Currawala

Interact Schools

Rtn. Arin Master
Scholarships

Rtn. Jamshyd Vazifdar

Director

Rtn. Natasha Treasurywalla

Bhavishya Yaan

Rtn. Akhil Sanghi

IT Innovation Labs

Rtn. Rohan Dalal

Adult Literacy for Women

Rtn. Runit Shah

EVS Curriculum

Rtn. Nikhil Bhatia

Taparia College

PP Pradeep Saxena
Skill Development

Rtn. Swati Mayekar

Director

Rtn. Vineet Suchanti

Public Awards

Rtn. Jagdish Malkani

Lighthouse Project

Rtn. Charu Agrawal

Elder Day Care, Alibaug

PP Ashish Vaid

Ananda Yaan

Rtn. Anand Dalal

Transformation Salon (DEI)

Rtn. Ratna Sharma

Director

Rtn. Rahil Shah

Bulletin

Rtn. Abhinav Aggarwal

Trustee  
PP Dr. Adi  
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Rtn. Anar Shah
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Rtn. Roda Billimoria
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